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I
n the Winter 2004-05 issue of Parameters, Philip Seib makes a laudable

effort to establish the imperative for journalists, policymakers, and the

American public to “undertake a more sophisticated analysis of how the

world works.”1 This is critical because the analytical framework adopted by

the media and policymakers has a direct effect on how they approach news

coverage and frame discussions regarding the threat posed by radical Islamist

extremists. This in turn directly affects public opinion in the United States

and the world, which in the context of a war of ideas is directly related to the

success or failure of both sides. Professor Seib also pointed out the fact that

the “clash of civilizations” theory espoused by Samuel Huntington has been

widely criticized, and this article rejects it as an appropriate analytical frame-

work. Our purpose is to provide an alternative framework that portrays the

current global conflict as a clash of systems, not civilizations.

The central danger of accepting Huntington’s model as a basis for

analysis is that it is the chosen model of radical Islamists, who in turn use it to

mobilize support. If a clash of civilizations is accepted in the West—or worse,

accepted by the populations in Muslim states—then the forces attempting to

overturn the global system could eventually succeed. Success, however, is not

battalions of extremist Islamists marching down Pennsylvania Avenue; rather,

it is the replacement of “apostate” regimes with an Islamic Caliphate, which

can occur only once the current US-led global system is destroyed. Therefore,

it is imperative that the wider global war on terror focus on the systemic impli-
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cations of the struggle, which provides a credible methodology to address and

mitigate the root causes that fuel the ideology of extremist Islamism.

Many authors have identified the imminent threat posed to the United

States by radical Islamists in the ongoing Global War on Terrorism, and a num-

ber of them have described it as a war of ideas. What is lacking in the ongoing

discourse, however, is a conceptual framework necessary for an in-depth analy-

sis of the basic conflict. The current threat environment is based on a clash of

systems between the US-led global system, in which the phenomenon of global-

ization has created unprecedented connectivity and prosperity in the developed

world, and those who oppose this system and wish to replace it with another

paradigm. The ideology seeking to overthrow the global system is extremist

Islamism.2 It is put into action by transnational Islamist terrorists as well as re-

gional and indigenous extremists, who wish to replace the secular, US-led global

system with an Islamist world order. States along the periphery of the US-led

system, where Western liberal democratic ideology and values underlying glo-

balization directly clash with radical Islamism, constitute the main battleground.

This is where the primary objective of US national power should be aimed: at

convincing the undecided multitudes that becoming part of the global system is

a better option than fighting against it. In order to prevent states and populations

in this periphery from accepting integration into the global system, radical

Islamists attempt to frame the ongoing conflict as a clash of civilizations.

Clash of Systems Framework

The first part of this framework is to establish that there is an interna-

tional system made up of states and non-state actors. Though there is no world

government, rules that guide interactions among these actors on the world
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stage do exist.3 These are formed either by consensus (norms of international

law and commerce) or are imposed by a major power such as the United King-

dom in the 19th century and the United States in the 20th.4 This system in-

cludes not only norms of interaction, international law, and treaties, but also

institutions. The most important aspects of the post-World War II world sys-

tem are the West’s multinational organizations. They owe their origins to the

1941 Atlantic Charter of liberal principles established to guide the postwar

world, and the 1944 Bretton Woods Conference on monetary order (both

American initiatives). These gave birth to various organizations, including

the United Nations, the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT), the

International Monetary Fund (IMF), the World Bank, and the World Trade

Organization (WTO). These organizations and the world order of open econ-

omies and dispute management were intended to prevent problems among

Western industrial capitalist states—not to fight Soviet communism, which

was a separate system—and they continue to endure despite the end of the

Cold War.5 Therefore, the underlying Western-inspired world order remains

intact and is even expanding as China, Russia, and other states of the former

Soviet Union join Western organizations. This demonstrates the ongoing

vigor of Western values and principles in an international and multinational

context. This system is still in place and forms the framework that enables

“globalization” to occur, which is in many ways an acceleration of the speed

of interactions within the system, and an indicator of their scope. The

Islamists understand this relationship, which explains why these institutions

are targets for al Qaeda.

Thomas Friedman has described “globalization” as a system, and as

operating within the “liberal rules of economics . . . the software being the rule

of law, courts, regulatory institutions, oversight bodies, free press, and democ-

racy.”6 He also observes that globalization is happening in a power structure

that isn’t driven just by electrons and stock options. It’s a power structure main-

tained and preserved by the US military. The US military is the hidden fist that

keeps the hidden hand operating—“Ain’t no McDonald’s without McDonnell

Douglas, and without America on Duty there’s no America Online.”7 This arti-

cle agrees with Friedman’s view of globalization as a system that promotes this

increased mobility and the speed of exchange of these elements.

This global system established and maintained by the United States

provides the background on which an analytical framework can be built. As the

world’s sole superpower, the United States will continue to dominate and influ-

ence all aspects of the global system for the foreseeable future. Although hege-

monies are uncertain, there currently are no powers that accept the global

system (this includes most of the world’s major states) which are capable of

overturning this hegemony without damaging the system itself. In this regard,
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the greatest threat to US hegemony is not competition within the system, but is

instead composed of elements that seek a complete overthrow of the global

system. The United States owes this tremendous position of power to its ability

to leverage its influence and leadership in the global system, which provides

considerable benefit (economically, politically, and militarily) in return. Fur-

thermore, in order to maintain this position as global hegemon, the United

States is a status quo power within the global system that must protect and con-

serve it. In its relations with states that have not accepted the global system, the

United States must be an agent for change in order to expand, if possible, the

global system from which it derives such benefit.

Thomas Barnett describes the world in terms of a “Functioning Core”

of states that have embraced the Western world system of “globalization.”

These states have stable governments, rising standards of living, liberal media,

and are included in one or more systems of collective security. There are also

states that have only begun to integrate or have not yet fully integrated into the

world system, and are described as “Seam States” on the boundary of the

“Functioning Core.” Barnett calls other areas (which do not accept “globaliza-

tion” or the global system) the “Non-Integrating Gap.” It is no accident that

these areas are trouble spots, and are where the United States is most likely to

intervene militarily.8 This three-level construct of globalization indicates the

global Western system has limits that affect how it functions. These constraints

are, interestingly enough, connected to liberal Western concepts such as the

rule of law and individual rights, reflecting an important point regarding this

global framework. It is built on ideas and values that stand in direct opposition

to those of the extremist Islamists.

In return for setting the rules for international interactions (which

benefit the rule-maker), the United States provides security to maintain the

system. Other actors or powers will support the United States if they receive

more benefit from the system’s continuation than from its demise. At the

same time they may also jockey for position within the system. On the other

hand, if they do not feel that the system provides appropriate benefits, then

they will challenge the system and attempt to overthrow or change it through

conflict.9 While many observers of the international system believe that states

which clearly are part of the global system may seek to form partnerships and

coalitions as a means of mitigating the dominating influence of US power

structures, there will be times when members of the system jockey for its

leadership. No state is currently seeking to replicate our capabilities across all

instruments of power. There is no “near peer competitor” with a desire to re-

place the current system. In fact, the major world powers—the United States,

the European Union, China, Japan, and Russia—are in fact part of the system,

or are attempting to integrate further into it (e.g., China and the WTO).
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Though no state is attempting to overthrow the Western global system, there

are states that are not fully integrated into it, and despite the intactness and

growing inclusiveness of the system, there are still outsiders who believe the

system is unjust and are unable to share its benefits. It is these latter areas,

which are part of the seam, or the non-integrating gap, where the most critical

battles in the wider clash of systems will occur.

The Islamist Challenge

Political Islam (Islamism), in various forms, is the most rapidly

growing and persuasive ideology among Muslims today. Islamism is a socio-

political ideology which strives to institute governments under Allah’s au-

thority, not man-made constitutions, and administration of society according

to sharia (Islamic law), not Western law.10 The ideology of Islamism is the

cutting edge of Islamic militants’ exertions against the West and its global

system. As an ideology, Islamism is distinct from the religion of Islam, al-

though it draws strength from zealous members of the Islamic resurgence.

The Islamic resurgence does not protest against Islamic institutions, but,

rather, protests against secular governments and social innovations modeled

on the West. Understanding the Islamists’ critique of modern life provides

some clarity to these distinctions. Most Islamists (except for retrograde

Salafists) are not against modern instrumentalities produced by industries

(telephones, cars, airplanes, computers, etc.). Rather, Islamists are opposed

to modernism, a sequel to industrialization and modernization, which is the

ideology of social innovation in a secular environment completely unhinged

from traditional and religious norms.

Islamism is ideological because it employs Islam for the socio-

political goal of establishing governments under Allah’s sovereignty with soci-

eties based on sharia. Islamism “fuses religion and politics, din wa dawla, in a

way incompatible with Western analytical categories.”11 Establishing such

governments and societies is meant to preserve Islamic religion and culture

and to reverse Western domination. Culturally, many Islamic traditionalists

feel eclipsed by the Western way of life in the globalized economy. Islamism is

ascendant in its competition against secular Western political models within

large segments of the Muslim world. In predominantly Islamic countries,

Islamism has absorbed much of nationalist parties’ ideologies, leaving nation-

alists weak. Generally in such countries, the left is marginal and in disarray and

liberal democrats are few. Islamists heed the Koran’s specific direction: “Fight

in the cause of God against those who fight you.”12

The Islamists’ slogan, “Islam is the solution” (popularized by the

Egyptian Sayyid Qutb), will continue to inspire political exertions against

Western-type governments in Islamic countries, until or unless the West con-
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vinces the Islamic world that it can have an equitable stake in globalization.

Islamists will resist cultural and political influences of the West’s global sys-

tem, even if they acquiesce to economic interaction and trade. Their resis-

tance to the West is not to imply mainly overt clashes. Most clashes for the

proximate future will occur within the Islamic world itself, just as industrial

countries of the West’s global system will have their own internal (especially

social) problems.

There are significant elements of Western culture that make the West

less than entirely appealing to many in the Islamic world, both Muslims and

Islamists. Though many appreciate the material benefits and technological

advances that the West has to offer, Islamists tend to believe the West diluted

the basis of its classical Christian civilization due to the Renaissance and Sci-

entific Revolution, followed by the Philosophical Revolution (based on natu-

ral law) and its empiricism, rationalism, and positivism. Even though this

enabled technological innovation and industrialization, the removal of reli-

gion from its previous position as the basis for all knowledge meant that

Christianity lost its centrality over the course of several centuries as the arbi-

ter of how society should function. Today, religion in the West is compart-

mentalized due to increased secularization since the 1970s. Because of this,

the overt manifestation of the West is characterized by its industrial order,

which gives it overwhelming material superiority over agricultural or other

resource-exporting countries,13 but not moral superiority because seculariza-

tion has eroded traditional morality.14 Social relativism has become the norm,

which Muslims and Islamists regard as unacceptable for emulation. In con-

trast, traditional societies still harboring tenets of their classical civilizations

value spirituality (rather than consumerism), a God-centered view of the

world (rather than a human-centered one), prescribed patterns of behavior

(rather than innovative ones), extended families (rather than individualism

and nuclear families), and a belief in absolutes (rather than relativism).

While the industrial West has emphasized secular rationalism, it also

has engendered a certain degree of dissatisfaction with materialism as the

primary focus of life. Westerners are likely to seek spirituality in their “flight

from the meaninglessness of the secular world,”15 reviving various sects of

Christianity or importing other religions (such as Bahai’ism) or creating new

synergetic ones (such as Scientology). The fear of “importing” a similar spiri-

tual void is one of the reasons why Islamists reject Western modernism. The

West’s insistence on democratic government and the rule of law is a function of

industrial and commercial efficacy, not high-minded principles from Western

classical civilization.16 In any case, these features are integrated into industrial

societies of the global system, and may make it awkward for countries outside

the system to join. For Islamic countries, democracy is more about access than
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process, and Islamic law is based on sharia, which is very different from West-

ern law. Also, the West’s secularity presents serious cultural problems for Is-

lam, creating tension alongside the potential economic benefits of joining the

West’s global system.

Despite US or Euro-centric views (such as Francis Fukuyama’s End

of History), the West’s industrial order and global system do not have univer-

sal appeal. However, the West’s industrial order claims a universal applica-

bility of its global system. This puts it in direct conflict with Islamists, who

also proclaim the universality of their system. Radical Islamists will accept

only our unconditional surrender.

Our current conflict of ideologies is centered on the answer to the

question of what constitutes “a good life.” In the West, the answer is found in

the individual rights of life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness. For the radi-

cal Islamists, the answer is in one’s submission to the will of God through the

imposition of their interpretation of sharia throughout the Muslim world.

A Clash of Systems in the Middle East

To Huntington’s disciples, al Qaeda’s strike on the economic and

military power base of the United States clearly represents an attack by the Is-

lamic civilization against that of the United States and the West. Such an argu-

ment is persuasive, particularly when one looks at the undercurrents of recent

events in the Middle East: the ubiquitous Israeli-Palestinian conflict, the vi-

cious campaign being conducted by foreign jihadists against US forces in

Iraq, a resurgence of the Islamist ideology across Barnett’s non-integrating

gap,17 enhanced violent activity perpetrated by radical Islamist groups across

the region, the spread of weapons of mass destruction in the region, and coop-

eration between regional states and militant groups. Yet Huntington’s thesis

fails to capture the true nature of the conflict that currently grips the Middle

East. It is not simply a result of irreconcilable differences between Western

and Islamic civilizations; it is instead a deeper clash of international systems

of order—globalization vs. Islamism.
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Under the current system of US-led globalization, a given state has

two options—beating the system or joining it. In the Middle East, this debate

is raging in an emotional and often violent manner, and it is fast becoming a

battle for the soul of the Islamic world. This conflict pits two sides against

each other: those who embrace the system—i.e., moderates who seek to rec-

oncile the Islamic culture, religion, and worldview with the benefits of mod-

ernization and globalization—against those who would seek to destroy it,

personified by Osama bin Laden and other extremists of his ilk, and who wish

to replace it with an alternative system, in this case a world guided by the ide-

ology of Islamism.

For Islamists, there are two main targets in their effort to bring about

an Islamist system. The United States and its Western allies constitute one tar-

get. The other, perhaps more important, is the governments and elites of the

states across the Middle East, who walk a narrow tightrope between accept-

ing the dramatic benefits of the global system and heeding the wishes of the

majority of the populace who receive little in the way of benefits from their

own governments, let alone from the wider global system.

As a result, Islamists are fighting a two-pronged conflict. On the one

hand, they have initiated a wide-reaching war against US interests and allies

which includes not only direct combat against US military forces, but also at-

tacks like those of 9/11 that target Americans and other Western civilians.

Second, in the Middle East the Islamists view the acceptance of a corrupt,

godless, immoral system by the civilian populace as being responsible for the

Western system’s spread. Consequently Islamists are engaged in a compre-

hensive battle for hearts and minds.

Their strategic objective to replace the Western system with one in-

spired by the divine hinges entirely upon successfully converting the populace

to Islamist ideology. Islamists point to the hopelessness endemic throughout

much of the region, where a handful of leaders and business elites reap eco-

nomic rewards from collaborating with the US-led system while the vast ma-

jority live in a pitiful squalor, where daily life is a challenge. Instead of

cooperating with a system where a few get rich, Islamists insist upon a strict in-

terpretation of the Koran and look to the glory days of a bygone era when the

Muslim world dominated the international system. Instead of buying into a

system that is “corrupt” and accepting a culture that is “immoral,” Islamists

seek to create an alternative system similar to the one that once held a position

of dominance. Islamists ask Muslims to accept the concept that “Islam is the

solution,” popularized by Qutb as early as 1952. Qutb argued that a philosophi-

cal break was required with modernism if a Muslim was to be true to his faith.

This break is not a starting point for the intellectual study of the impact of mod-

ernism on the Islamic world, but instead becomes a manifesto demanding a
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radical change, inspired by the divine truths espoused in the Koran.18 In es-

sence, Qutb’s philosophy, which has been adopted by a long string of Islamist

radicals culminating in bin Laden, espouses a clash of civilizations between the

wider Islamic umma (community of believers) and the West.

For the West, and particularly the United States, it becomes impera-

tive to prevent the Global War on Terrorism (GWOT) from becoming such a

clash of civilizations, thereby devolving into exactly the kind of conflict that

will be to the Islamists’ advantage. Instead, the United States also should fol-

low a two-pronged strategy, whereby it selectively confronts Islamists, not

simply to crush them, but to demonstrate to the Muslim world the long-term

futility of such a conflict. The current focus of this active conflict is on Iraq and

Afghanistan. In the words of Friedman, “America’s opponents know just

what’s at stake in the postwar struggle for Iraq, which is why they flock there:

beat America in Iraq and you beat them out of the whole region; lose to Amer-

ica there, lose everywhere.”19 Friedman notes the Islamists understand the fight

is not about oil, but is instead about “ideas and values and governance.”20 So for

the United States, the active stratagem guiding the Global War on Terrorism is

unlike anything it has attempted before; instead of concrete, military success,

the GWOT is about reinforcing ideas and values (i.e. those that underpin the

US-led system), while at the same time demonstrating the inability of Islamists

to advance their ideas and values to the wider Islamic community.

This in part explains the frustrating experience the US military is en-

countering in its nation-building operations in Afghanistan and Iraq. For the

enemies of the global system, each successful tactical operation against the

US-led Coalition becomes a strategic victory. Each successful attack against

US military targets, Coalition partners, or international relief workers is a ring-

ing endorsement for those who oppose the system and seek its replacement.

Successful attacks offer “proof” to the undecided masses that the United States

will not be able to establish the system in the contested areas of Iraq and Af-

ghanistan, and they help to sway opinion toward alternative systemic con-

structs. From a US perspective, tactical victories are relevant only insofar as

they help to buy time for the global system to take root. As a result, there is no

classic definition of military “victory.” Military operations in these circum-

stances should be aimed at implementing security and stability in order for the

other elements of national power (e.g., economic and social) to bring concrete

improvements to the wider society, which in turn will eventually lead the

masses to decide that the US-led global system is worth joining. Providing se-

curity and stability are the absolutely necessary preconditions that will allow

this systemic acceptance to occur, and that should be the primary focus of US

military operations in areas of the non-integrating gap where societies are split

between joining the global system or choosing the Islamist alternative.
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According to Daniel Pipes, the central task of the United States is to re-

inforce moderate Islam as a counterbalance to Islamism. Pipes postulates the

central conflict in the GWOT is the one waged between militant and moderate

Islam. While Washington can help in this struggle by providing assistance to the

moderates and working to establish reforms in areas locked in a self-defeating

bargain with the militants (such as Saudi Arabia and Pakistan), the actual battle

will be won or lost within the Islamic world itself.21 As a result, the second task

implicit in a successful resolution to the GWOT is in supporting those elements

in the Middle East that already accept the US-led system, and, most critically, fa-

cilitating pro-Western change in those states that straddle the fence.

The issue that makes the Global War on Terrorism so fundamentally

different from other ideological conflicts in history is that it pits the US-led

global system against non-state actors who transcend political boundaries.

These non-state actors are striving to appeal to religion, culture, and even

pan-Arab nationalism to forge a decentralized core of ideologically motivated

insurgents fighting to overthrow the US-led global system and replace it with

one based on their radical interpretations of sharia. This conflict is completely

asymmetrical, where the enemy realizes it lacks the military capability to di-

rectly challenge the US-led system on a global scale. Instead, it relies on the

strategy and tactics of the insurgent to selectively engage US and Coalition

forces (Khobar Towers, the embassy bombings in Kenya and Tanzania, the

USS Cole attack, 9/11) while striking in other venues to make political gains

(the Madrid bombing, Bali bombing, kidnappings and murder of foreign na-

tionals in Iraq, the 7/7 bombings in London) to erode Coalition cohesion. Un-

like other insurgencies, the GWOT is unique because of its scale. It is, in effect,

a pansurgency.22

Strategic Conflict of Perceptions

Islamist militants understand their desired strategic objectives. Al-

though they are incapable of militarily defeating the US and Coalition forces

on the battlefield, their success is determined by the achievement of their de-

sired strategic political end state—the withdrawal of US forces and the cre-

ation of sharia-based governments. This type of conflict is ideally suited to

the cultural underpinning of Arab and Islamic concepts of warfare. In virtu-

ally every historical example involving Arab or Islamic conflict, tactical and

even operational-level military operations are considered ancillary to the fi-

nal political objective. As a result, even overwhelming defeats have been

turned into victories or considered simply part of a longer-term conflict. A

couple of historical examples highlight this perspective:

� Israel won the most dramatic and complete tactical victories in

modern military history during the 1967 Six-Day War. In May 1967, just be-
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fore launching the devastating air attack which crippled Egypt’s air force, Is-

raeli Prime Minister Levi Eshkol commented to his generals, “Nothing will

be settled by a military victory. The Arabs will still be here.”23 Thirty-plus

years later, Arabs continue to resist the battlefield outcome of that conflict.

� In the French/Algerian conflict of the 1950s and early 1960s, con-

ventional French military forces won the tactical fight against the insurgent

forces, but failed to achieve their strategic objectives due to the collapse of

French national will.

The United States currently is facing a tremendous asymmetric chal-

lenge. US military operations are focused on winning a tactical fight that does

not answer the strategic challenge or target our adversaries’ center of gravity,

the attraction of their ideology. If US forces fail to orient on the enemy center

of gravity, the United States may continue to win the tactical fight while aban-

doning the strategic advantage to our adversaries, whose tactical operations

are designed with a strategic objective in mind. In essence, US forces are

playing football while the militants are playing chess.

Meanwhile, the radical Islamists have fixed, and are directly target-

ing, the United States’center of gravity, its national will to carry on missions in

both Iraq and Afghanistan. From the outset, anti-Coalition elements in both lo-

cations have relied on the media to target this center of gravity. Although part

of this effort has been focused on shaping regional opinion (e.g., condemning

US foreign policy and military action, calling for armed resistance, etc.) to sus-

tain their operations, the more damaging aspect of this approach is the targeting

of public opinion in the West.

The militants are aided in this fight by some parts of the international

media that are eager to report on situations unfavorable to US policy. As a

result of this coverage, the militants’ tactical fight is elevated to the strategic

level, whereby each tactical success (a bombing, a mortar attack, a kidnapping,

even a single US or Coalition casualty) becomes a strategic success. This is

seen in their targeting selection, which aims to cause as much instability as pos-

sible, fracture the Coalition and thereby compel elements of the international

community to abandon active participation in these missions. This effort has

succeeded in driving out several Coalition partners, NGOs, and regional-based

companies participating in the reconstruction efforts in Iraq and Afghanistan.

The militants intend to take further advantage of a wider information opera-

tions campaign as a strategic weapon. Militants can rely on the coverage of

Arab-language broadcast and print media, which often has an unmistakable

bias against the United States and the West, to bolster their cause.

The growth of satellite broadcast networks, such as al-Jazeera and

al-Arabiya, is one of the most significant developments in the Middle East in

recent years. Although these independent outlets represent a fundamental shift
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away from state control of the media, they do play upon the emotions of the

Arab masses. Suicide bombers in Israel, Iraq, and Afghanistan are not referred

to as terrorists, but instead as martyrs. During a discussion of the outbreak of

violence in Saudi Arabia following the murder of American contractor Paul

Johnson, al-Jazeera anchor Abdul Samad Nasser referred to Saudi Arabia as

“Jazeerat al-Arab” (or the Arabian Peninsula). This term was used in Arabic to

describe the area prior to the formation of the Saudi state, and also has been

adopted by Osama bin Laden in his references to Saudi Arabia in an attempt to

delegitimize the Saudi state in the eyes of his followers. In another case, the

former chief editor of the pan-Arab daily Asharq al-Aswat noted he once

caught one his editors changing the caption of an Associated Press photo from

“an American soldier chatting with an Iraqi girl” to “an American soldier ask-

ing an Iraqi girl for sex.” In effect, Arab-language media sources are tacitly

supporting the radical Islamists’ agenda of creating a clash of civilizations.24

Advocating a New System: The Islamist Agenda

The primary objective of Islamists is to overthrow the West’s global

system and replace it with a traditional Islamic system. From its political

expressions during the early 20th century, Islamism challenged Western mod-

ernism as the basis for a just world order. Hasan al Banna, the Egyptian school-

teacher who established the Muslim Brotherhood in 1928, railed against the

modern world’s encroachments on the Islamic world. Banna blamed Mustafa

Kemal Attaturk’s rise to power in a wave of secular liberalism in Turkey,

which spread throughout the Middle East. In 1939, the Muslim Brotherhood

transitioned from a social reform movement to a political organization adopt-

ing a radical, revolutionary agenda, and in essence became the ideological gen-

esis of today’s Islamism. The agenda espoused by the Muslim Brotherhood

was threefold:

� Islam is a comprehensive, self-evolving system; it is the ultimate

path of life in all spheres.

� Islam emanates from, and is based on, two fundamental sources,

the Koran and the Prophetic Tradition.

� Islam is applicable to all times and places.

According to Dilip Hiro, the platform of the Muslim Brotherhood

presented an “all-encompassing entity,” which offered “an all-powerful sys-

tem to regulate every detail of the political, economic, social, and cultural life

of the believers.”25 Seizing upon Banna’s ideas, Qutb argued that true Mus-

lims are in a perpetual state of war against secular political leaders, in which

jihad becomes a “defensive response” to the “war of annihilation” the “apos-

tates” wage against Islam. “True Muslims” are and must be set apart from the

secular incarnation of government in a “counter-society” of the umma (com-
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munity of believers). In this counter-society, true Muslims have no allegiance

to state or government, but only to the umma, striving to create a system based

on the Koran.26 As early as the mid-1950s, Qutb was arguing for jihad against

secular influences in Egypt and the Arab world, and also against Western so-

ciety. He asked, “What should be done about America and the West given

their overwhelming danger to humanity. . .? Should we not issue a sentence

of death? Is it not the verdict most appropriate to the nature of the crime?”27

During his trial, Qutb made his final statement in support of his concept of

Islamism as a system when he argued, “The bonds of ideology and belief are

sturdier than those of patriotism based upon region.”28 He was executed by

Nasser in 1966.

There is a direct connection between the ideologies of Banna and

Qutb and today’s radical Islamists. Judith Miller argues that Qutb’s primary

legacy to radical Islam’s ideology is that of “literalism.” Qutb was able to use

the words of the Koran and turn them against the Western-dominated system

that permeated Middle East governments.29 His calls for jihad against the

West as a religious duty for all Muslims would not only permeate the main-

stream of Islamic society but would be seized upon by a new generation of

radicals, culminating in bin Laden. Like his ideological mentor Qutb, bin

Laden considers Arab governments that have bought into the West’s system

to be “morally depraved” and “hypocrites” worthy not only of enmity, but of

overthrow.30 According to Emmanuel Sivan, Islamist opposition movements

concentrate on the “nearest enemy,” which in this case means Arab govern-

ments that cooperate with the US-led system. In his view, Islamist opposition

movements will engage the “further away enemies” (meaning the United

States and Israel) at a later time.31

Despite bin Laden’s ideological diatribes against the United States,

and even his direct attacks against US power and influence, the nearest enemy

continues to be the dominant battleground in the war between systems. At the

end of the day, radical Islam will seize upon challenges in the Middle East: the

youth bulge, declining economies where wealth and opportunities are concen-

trated among small elites, lack of political expression in most states, foreign

policy crises (e.g. the Intifada and the US occupation of Iraq) where the Islamic

world believes it is being challenged by the global system, and a future devoid

of optimism. In the words of Moroccan Islamist Abdul Sallam Yassin, both

“West and East have failed. The future is Islam.”32 The pervasiveness of Islam-

ism, which even in its moderate form advocates a unity between religious and

political life, means that until the global system shows its ability to benefit

states of the non-functioning gap, the Arab street will be a willing audience for

Islamism. As leading Egyptian journalist Muhammad Hasanein Heikal notes,

“Only Islam makes sense, is authentic” to the Arab street.33
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Bridging the Gap: The Struggle Across the Middle East

From a geostrategic perspective, these areas include a variety of

states across the region where Islamists are actively engaged in attempting to

instill their vision of a sharia-based Islamic umma. Currently, radical Islam-

ists do not wield complete control in any state. The only state that comes close

is Iran, but even Iran is caught in the struggle between religious fundamental-

ists and moderates who seek to modernize their country and bring to it some

of the benefits of globalization. A second category of states is those in which

the leaders have attempted to strike bargains with their nation’s indigenous

Islamist elements in order to remain in power, such as Egypt, Pakistan, and

Saudi Arabia. Finally, there are also states whose governments have chosen

to restrict or even eliminate all Islamist elements from gaining enough power,

influence, and authority to establish themselves as a true force for change,

such as Algeria, Tunisia, and Turkey.

A further complicating factor is the ongoing Israeli-Palestinian and

wider Arab-Israeli conflict, which is truly about land and not religion or ideol-

ogy, counter to what the Islamists would have us believe. This aspect repre-

sents a true conundrum for US Middle East policy, as it presents an opportunity

for Islamists to encroach in an area that allows them to sway the opinion of the

Arab street toward their ideology. Bin Laden’s attempt to hijack the Israeli-

Palestinian conflict for his own purposes, adding the removal of the “Zionists”

from Arab territory as one of al Qaeda’s stated goals, illustrates clearly his

attempt to develop a clash of civilizations.

If the United States is to be victorious in the Global War on Ter-

rorism, it must not allow the situation to devolve into Huntington’s simplistic,

apocalyptic vision of a clash of civilizations. Instead, the United States must

understand the implications of its leadership in the global system, and how to

use this position to demonstrate to moderates in the Islamic world why they

should join us rather than attempt to beat us.
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